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Abstract: Relational Database is interpreted as collection of interrelated data or records, where Database Management System is software of 
synthesize programs used to manage overall problem arises in the Relational database system. Join Operation is used to combine more than one 
relation using single query statement. Sometimes, it is impossible to get result from a single relation of the relational database in their case join 
operation is useful to fetch data from more than one relation of the database. Join is a performed as Cartesian product followed by some specific 
condition process. In this paper we are going to proposed, an algorithm that reduce the communication cost when the join operation is performed 
on the distributed database query system. In distributed database system, join operation is performed on different sites of the communication 
network. This proposed algorithm is automatically selecting the lowest cost communication path to perform the join operation on relational 
database. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In Relational database data model [E.F. Codd 1970, 1972] 
design, the join operation is one the most important concept to 
fetch related tuple from different relation of the database into 
single tuple under some specific condition. During database 
designing the designer of the database decomposed the relation 
into several small relations to achieve the higher normal form. 
Decomposition is the operation of breaking down a huge 
relation of the database into sub parts [1]. The main aim of 
decomposition is to replaces a huge relation with a collection 
of various smaller relations. It breaks the relation into multiple 
relations in a database. Decomposition always should be 
lossless, because it confirms that the records in the master 
relation can be accurately redesigned using the concept of join 
on the decomposed relations [2]. If decomposition is not done 
correctly on the relation, then it may lead to problems like loss 
of data. While normalizing a relation in a relational database 
system the results come out in related information that being 
saved in different relations of the database. Hence, SQL 
queries that require data from different relation are very 
familiar. To satisfy the queries join operation is to be 
introduced [3]. In other hand a join can be expressed as a 
cross-product of two or more relations followed by selections 
and projections operation in Relational Algebra, joins appear 
much easier in practice than simple cross-products. Further, 
the result of a cross-product is generally contains more number 
of tuple than the result of a join, and it is much more important 
to understand joins and implement them without cross-product 
[4].  Only For these reasons, joins operations have received a 
lot of observations, and there were many variants of the 
relational database join operations. This paper collates all the 
information present in the literature in order to study the new 
and common features of join operations [5]. With this data, it  
 
is possible to classify the join operations into different 
categories. The different categorizations scheme and different 

approaches to implement join processing are provided in this 
paper. Relational database join operations are categorized into 
two-way and multi way scheme [6]. Join operations is 
considered as two-way, when it is executed on two relations of 
database and multi way when more than  
two relations of database are  joined together. A multiway join 
gives the same result as a two way joins series gives [7]. A 
join between m  numbers of relations is generally executed as 
the sequence on 1−n  two-way joins in database [Mackert 
and Lohman, 1986].  

In the distributed database management system 
administer the relational database all tables were stored on the 
local host (http://127.0.0.1) computer [8]. The distributed 
database management system access all the tuples In order on 
the local host computer and, in cases where more than one user 
submit the command to access the same data, to modify and 
remove performed on the tuples of the database table at one 
location will be automatically referred in the tuples stored 
another tables of the database [9]. The database users and 
database administrators of a distributed database management 
system, should, with complete execution, interaction with the 
database system as if the database system was centralized 
stored in the network. This transparency enables us for the 
logically desired in such a structured database system without 
any good programming requirements, enabling for any number 
of local host and remote databases tables to be accessed at a 
given time across the network [10]. There are different types 
of clarity request and response after in a distributed database 
management system is data distribution transparency, 
heterogeneity transparency, transaction clearity and 
performance transparency [11]. The word replication indicates 
to the operation performed on copying and maintaining 
relation database objects on multiple sites and in multiple 
relational databases is a part of a distributed database 
management system. When replication depends on distributed 
database management system technology, database replication 
allows the applications benefits that are never be a part of a 
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pure distributed database management system environment 
[12]. The Most commonly replication is used to enhanced the 
local host relational database table’s performance and provide 
the security, because another way to access tuples are also 
exists in the database query [13]. For Example, the application 
programs which are stand alone are normally use the local 
database system to store tuples in the tuples. While we are 
using some applications programs that are use to access the 
database which are stored in the remote site database, to access 
this type of database may increase the communication cost and 
also maximize the network traffic but other database servers 
with the replicated tuple in the tables are remains accessible 
[14]. In the non homogeneous distributed database system, 
where the entire database are not some then there must be one 
database is a non- SQL server system. For the application 
point of view, the non homogeneous distributed database 
system appears as a local and single SQL server database. The 
local host SQL server database server not enabled the 
distribution and non homogeneous of the tuples of the table in 
the relational database [15]. The SQL database server allows 
controlling the non-SQL server system using SQL server non 
homogeneous database facilities in connected with an bridge. 
If the database administrator the non-Oracle tuples is store in 
tables using an SQL database standard query, then the bridge 
of the database is a system oriented programming application. 
For example, If Someone using Oracle database and some of 
the tuples are stored in the SQL server database that at any 
cost we have formed a bridge which can access the both SQL 
server database and Oracle database. Alternatively, we can use 
generic connectivity to access non- SQL server data stores so 
long as the non- SQL server system supports the ODBC or 
connection string protocols. In this paper we are going to find 
the minimum cost of query optimization using joins. From 
many researchers it has been discussed that, a queries with 
specific domain is called tree or hierarchy queries, can be 
solved by using a sequence of join program. Hierarchy 
queries, however, it require more explanation of attribute for 
join and output reduction is very low, and in some other cases 
joins operations cannot able to minimize the join relations at 
all [16] . A distributed database management system is a 
network based centralized back end application software 
system that controls the distributed database in way that the 
user can seems that the data is stored in a local host computer. 
It is generally to Design, fetch, modify, remove and join the 
various database tables in distributed databases system. It also 
maintains consistency while more than one user can access the 
databases. In the distributed database management system data 
may be stored in the relational database tables and these tables 
may store on any remote host computer or any local host 
system in the network. Hence, SQL queries to join tables and 
retrieve data. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The Cross Join produces a result set which includes number of 
tuple in the first relation multiplied by the number of tuple in 
the second relation, if there is no where clause is used with 
Cross Join syntax. This type of query results is called as 
Cartesian product [17]. If the where clause statement is used 
with Cross Join. An alternative method of getting the same 
result is to use attribute names separated by commas after 
select and mentioning the relation names involved, after the 
from clause.  If a relation 1R  have n  number tuple and 

relation 2R  have m  number tuple so, total number of tuple 
after cross join in mn ×  i.e. cardinality of the relation. 
      R1    x     R2     = | R x S |    =   |R| x |S| 
      n tuple      m tuple    =  n x  m tuple     =     n x  m tuple                
And the degree of two relation R1 and R2 after cross join  
    R1   x    R2          = deg (n) + deg (m)     n column   m column   =         n       +      m    
Applying, cross join on relation R1 and R2: select * from R1, 
R2; or select * from R1 cross join R2; the resultant 
relation 21 RR ×  contains, Cartesian product of both the 
relation . And after cross join degree of the Table  is deg (R1) 
+ deg (R2). So, In general, it can be say that maximum number 
of tuple after a cross join is mn ×  and minimum number of 
tuple after cross is zero [18].  

The basic Join operation is generally used to combine 
related tuple from two or more relations on some specific join 
condition into a single tuple that are stored in the single result 
relation. The relationship between attributes for the tuples 
specified in term of the join condition. The presence of the 
join operation condition differ the join operation from the 
cross join. In other hand, a join operation may be said to be 
equal to the cross join followed by a select statement query. 
The final result after joining relations R1 and R2 with m  and 
n  attributes, respectively, is a relation P with nm +  
attributes [19]. There are mainly two type of basic join 
operations are surveyed in this paper, Inner join and Outer 
join. It most important and often used of the joins is the Inner 
Join. The inner join add a new resultant relation by combining 
attribute values of two relations R1 and R2 based upon some 
specific join-predicate condition. The query compares each 
row of R1 with each row of R2 to find all possible pairs of 
tuples which satisfy the join-predicate conditions. When the 
join-predicate conditions is satisfied, attributes values for each 
matched pair of tuples of R1 and R2 are combined into a result 
tuple. Equi Join performs a join operation against equality or 
matching of the attribute values of the associated relations in 
the database. An equal sign (=) is used as equality operator in 
the where clause syntax to refer equality. Consider an Example 
1, where we have two relations R1 and R2. Applying, Equi join 
on both the relation R1 and R2 of matching column: select * 
from R1, R2 where R1.code = R2.Id; the resultant relation 
contains, Cartesian product of both the relation but where 
clause select only those tuples which satisfies equality 
condition R1.code = R2.Id. And after Equi join degree of the 
Table 4 is deg (R1) + deg (R2). So, In general, it can be say that 
maximum number of tuple after an Equi join is less than 

mn ×  any minimum number of tuple after Equi is zero [20]. 
The comparison operator is used in the join condition in 
Example 1 was the equals sign, “=”. Such join queries are 
called Equi join. A non Equi join is query that specifies some 
relationship other than equality between the columns. 
Consider Example 1, where we have two relations R1 and R2 
On Applying, Non-Equi join on both the relation R1 and R2 of 
matching column: select * from R1, R2 where R1.code = R2.Id 
and roll > 11; the resultant relation 21 RR ×  contains, 
Cartesian product of both the relation but where clause with 
comparison ≠><≥≤ ,,,,  are used with join operation which 
selects only those tuples which satisfies equality condition 
R1.code = R2.Id and roll > 11 comparisons.  And after non-
Equi join degree of the Table is deg (R1) + deg (R2). So, In 
general, it can be say that maximum number of tuple after a 
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non-Equi join is less than mn ×  tuples and minimum number 
of tuple after non-Equi join is zero. By the definition, the 
results of an equijoin and non-Equi join contain the identical 
column . One of the two identical columns can be eliminated 
by restating the query. This result is called a Natural join i.e. 
Equi join minus one of the two identical columns. The join in 
which only one the identical columns exists, is called Natural 
Join [21]. Consider a Example, where we have relation R1 and 
R2, On Applying, Natural join on both the relation R1 and R2 of 
matching column: select R1.*, R2.marks, R2.grade from R1, R2 

where R1.code = R2.Id; the resultant relation 21 RR ×  contains, 
Cartesian product of both the relation but where clause with 
comparison are used with join operation which selects only 
those tuples which satisfies equality condition R1.code = R2.Id, 
tuples are selected. Natural join specially works on the 
selection part of the select query. The outer join is an 
supplement of the inner join operation that add both tuple from 
the relation that qualify for a inner join as well as a set of 
tuples that do not match the join operation conditions 
expressed by the query. Because outer joins operations are as 
complicated to code properly as they are to interpret, this 
section include them in detail, including a carefully thought 
out case studies [22]. The output of a left outer for relations R1 
and R2 always includes all tuples of the "left" relation R1, even 
if a join operation condition does not find any matching tuple 
in the "right" relation R2. This reflects that if the ON clause 
matches zero tuple in R2 (for a given tuple in R1), the join will 
still return a tuple in the output, but with NULL introduced in 
each column from R2. The output of a right outer for tables R1 
and R2 always includes all tuples of the "right" relation R2, 
even if a join operation condition does not find any matching 
tuple in the "left" relation R1. This reflects that if the ON 
clause matches zero tuple in R1 (for a given tuple in R2), the 
join will still return a tuple in the output, but with NULL 
introduced in each column from R1.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

Distributed database management system is a collection of 
multiple homogenous or heterogeneous interrelated database 
system. In distributed database management system data is 
stored in different site over the network on different databases. 
All this databases server sites are connected to each other 
using wired or wireless network. Distributed database 
management system is fully dependent on the database 
management system. In the proposed method, we are going to 
find out the lost cost communication path during distributed 
database management system join query execution. Following 
Algorithm we are using to find the lowest communication 
path. 
 
Algorithm I 
 
Step 1: Set ),( EVG =  is Null; Where G is a NULL graph. 
Step 2: Execute the Join query over the network.   

        If (there is n node) then 

        Path=  
2

)1( −× nn
 path exists; 

End if; 
Step 3: Convert the all the homogenous or heterogeneous 
database server to weighted directed vertex of a weighted 
directed graph form. 

( )],[][&&][][ UVWeightnVetexnVertexmVertexif +>  
Step 4: The network model of or heterogeneous database 
server is now in the form of weighted graph. 
Step 5: Here weight of the graph is considered as the 
communication cost of join operation from one server to 
another server. 

 
G [Start] = NULL; 
Vertex[v] = -1 
Iteration (v): 
   Vertex[v] = Large Weight; 
        While Vertex[n] 
             Switch (m) 
                Case 1:  G[u] == “Lowest Weight Path Selected;” 
        ( )],[][&&][][ UVWeightnVetexnVertexmVertex +>                                            
                                    break; 
 
                Case 2:  if d[u] > h[v] then  
                             G[u] =“The edge is of Same Weight;” 
                             break; 
                  Default: G[u] =Set as Infinity. 
         Wend; 
 End Case; 
      Step 6: Design dependency matrix from the weighted 
graph with weight of the edge and if there is no edge the put 
∞  
Step 7:  Once the dependency matrix is designed from the 
dependency graph. Apply the Floyd’s algorithms to get the 
minimum cost path from one vertex to another vertex. 
     Step 7.1: On the execution of thK iteration, the Floyd’s        
     Algorithm determines lowest communication paths     
     Between each pair of vertices ji, th on thk.....1  as        
     Directed 

   [ ] [ ] ],[],[],,[min, )1()1()1()( jkSkiSjiSjiS kkkk −−− +=  
    Step 7.2:  Where S is denoted the number of database  
    Server between vertex i and j. It is transparent that Dij= 0   
    when i = j. In their case, there is no directed path between  
    Vertex i and j. 
Step 8:  Exit from the above algorithm when their no 
profitable join exits between the web servers of the databases. 
Let us assumed that we have two Database server named as S1 
and S2. The S1 oracle Database Server and S2 is Sybase 
Database Server. S1 Server has a database relation Employee 
(empid,ename,sal,comm, deptid) have 200 tuple and each 
tuple of size is 50 byte. So, total storage of the S1 server is 
10,000 byte. Similarly, S2 Server has a database relation 
Department (deptid,deptname,location) have 300 tuple and 
each tuple of size is 70 byte. So, total storage of the S1 server 
is 21,000 byte. On Applying join operation on both the 
relation and select empid, sal,depname from both the relation. 

∏ ∞  )(Employeedepnamesal, empid, Department  
After joining both the relation suppose we are getting 300 
tuples and the size of each tuple is 20 byte. Now, we are going 
through different cases to choose lowest cost communication 
path for the Distributed Database Query Processing. 
Case I: Store the replicas of both the relation Employee and 
Department into Database Server S3 
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Figure 1: replicas of both the Server S1 and Server S2 into Database Server S3 
 
Moving total tuples from S1 to S3, the total communication 
cost is 10,000 bytes. Again, Moving total tuples from S2 to S3, 
total communication cost is 21,000 bytes. So, finally, total 
communication cost at S3 is 31,000 bytes. 
 Case II: Move all the replicas of department table of Server 
S2 to Employee table Server S1 for processing and then finally 
move only the output of Server S1 replicas to S3 Sever. So, 
the communication cost of moving tuple from S2 server to S1 
is 21,000. Again we move the final output from S1 sever to S3 
server.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Transfer replicas from Server S2 to Server S1 and S1 to S3 
 
Now, moving tuples from Server S1 to S3 the total 
communication cost is 6,000 because we finally move output 
from Server S1 to S3, joining both the relation and it is 
assumed that we are getting 300 tuples and the size of each 
tuple is 20 byte. So, finally, total communication cost at S3 is 
27,000 bytes. 
Case III: Move all the replicas of Employee table of Server 
S1 to department table Server S2 for processing and then 
finally move only the output of Server S2 replicas to S3 Sever. 
So, the communication cost of moving tuple from S1 server to 
S2 is 10,000. Again we move the final output from S2 sever to 
S3 server.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Transfer replicas from Server S1 to Server S2 and S2 to S3 
 
Now, moving tuples from Server S2 to S3 the total 
communication cost is 6,000 because we finally move output 
from Server S2 to S3, joining both the relation and it is 
assumed that we are getting 300 tuples and the size of each 
tuple is 20 byte. So, finally, total communication cost at S3 is 
16,000 bytes. In the above cases, it is clear that the CASE III 
will give the best case for lowest cost communication path and 
other CASES are more expensive for the execution of join 
operation over the distributed database system. Here, we have 
less number of servers for the communication. If the database 

servers are more in number that we should apply the 
Algorithm I to get the best case of the output in one go. 

IV. COMPLETE ANALYSIS 

Let us assumed that we have four database server on different 
locations 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Networking diagram between n numbers of database server 
 
From the figure 4 it clear that the communication path cost is 
given to the edges of the networking model. Now, convert the 
above networking model into dependency matrix form  
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∞
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=S  

 
           Figure 5: Dependency Matrix of Figure 4 

 
Figure 5 is the dependency matrix of the Figure 4: Networking 
diagram between 4 numbers of database servers, now applying 
proposed algorithm to find the lowest cost commutation path. 
 

[ ] [ ]],[],[],,[min, )1()1()1()( jkSkiSjiSjiS kkkk −−− +=  
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              Figure 6: After applying Floyd’s on Figure 5 
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              Figure 7: After applying Floyd’s on Figure 6 
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              Figure 8: After applying Floyd’s on Figure 7 
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                  Figure 9: After applying Floyd’s on Figure 8 

 
The Proposed algorithm consist the three loops to find the 
lowest cost communication path of database servers 
connected. Hence the asymptotic complexity of the whole the 

proposed algorithm is )( 3nΟ , where n number of vertex of 
the graph, database servers is connected. The matrix 

)4(S gives the minimum cost for the execution of join 
operation over the distributed database network. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

The proposed algorithm is used to find out the minimal cost 
during the execution of join operations over the network. As 
we know in the distributed database system tables of the 
database are stored in the different locations of the network, in 
their case executing a join a operations is most expensive 
operations. After applying the proposed algorithm we can 
easily find out the lowest cost communication path for the 
network to execute join operation. The asymptotic complexity 

of the algorithm is )( 3nΟ  which is same as the asymptotic 
complexity of Floyd’s algorithm, where n represent the 
number of the database server on network, which is assumed 
as database server over the network. The above algorithm is 
simulated using Java Language. 
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